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Community News 

A DAY TO

Remember
When
MEADOW’S WEATHER/HURRICANE 

ANALYSIS: NOVEMBER 2022 REPORT

Roy Wysnewski — Meadow’s 
Weather/Climate/Hurricane 
Analysis

WEATHER SUMMARY 
For those of us who are north 
country “transplants,” November 
20th was a time to pause and 
remember when this day’s high 
temperature (63 degrees F) was 
just one of many typical Fall 
temperature days! 

Despite a four-day cool spell in 
mid-month, the monthly average 
temperature was above normal 
and record high temperatures 
were recorded on three of the last 
six days. Rainfall also was above 
normal in November. 

TEMPERATURE 
ANALYSIS 
Following a cooler than 
normal October, November 
temperatures exceeded normal 
by nearly three degrees F. Other 
statistics for the month include 
twenty-three above-normal 
temperature days and five 
record high-temperature days!

RAINFALL ANALYSIS
November rainfall exceeded the 
monthly norm by 40%. The year-
to-date total (63.34") exceeds our 
expected end-of-the year twelve-
month average (51.6) by 123% – 
with one month to go!

Monthly temperature and rainfall 
data are presented in the graph.

2022 HURRICANE 
SEASON SUMMARY
This was a very unusual hurricane 
season! There were no hurricanes 
and only three tropical storms 
during the first three months. 
Then, in September the dam 
burst and two tropical storms 
and four hurricanes ranging 
from category 1 (Danielle) to 
category 4 (Fiona and Ian) 
developed in the Atlantic basin. 

October and November 
completed a very busy second 
half of the season as there 
were two named tropical 
depressions, one tropical storm, 
and four category 1 hurricanes. 

The Meadows once again 
escaped any major hurricane 
damage! However, on September 
28th Hurricane Ian delivered 
significant rainfall and sustained 
tropical storm winds for several 
hours with an occasional gust 
to hurricane category 1 level. 
Hurricane Nicole visited on 
November 10th bringing slightly 
more than an inch of rain and brief 
periods of tropical storm winds. 

The table below provides a 
comparison between predicted 
vs. actual storms for the 2022 
hurricane season. 

Send comments and questions 
about this month’s report to: 
roywys9@gmail.com. 

NOVEMBER RAINFALL & TEMPERATURE DATA

Rainfall for month: 2.80 in. 

Rainfall year-to-date: 63.34 in. 

23 yr. monthly rainfall average: 2.00 in.

Average high temperature: 81.9 F  
(normal: 79.0 F)

Above normal temperature days: 23

Record high temperature days: 5

FitMinds provides mental stimulation for seniors in groups, 
in individualized programs. Its curriculum exercises 5 key 
areas of cognition; language and music, visual and spacial 
orientation, memory, critical thinking and computation. 
This presentation will include a typical FitMinds session. 
You will learn the following:

Assisted Living Facility #11835

FitMinds
Life Changing Mental Stimulation

Presented by Cindy Black & Wendy Mills

 What is FitMinds?
 What are examples of the key 5 areas of cognition?
 What happens if you don’t stimulate your brain?
 What is a typical FitMinds session like?

Visit us at 
the Meadows 
Health Fair on 

January 5
2023

Call today for more information: 
(941) 355-0303


